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PEDIGREE ANALYSIS FOR RVVR FIVE STAR LEA  
BY DR. CHANTAL SPLEISS 

 

SIRE LINE 
 

Scottish Five Bar goes back in his direct male line to Poco Bueno and he combines on his top side 

some influential ranch blood like Rey Del Rancho (sire of Rey Jey) with high quality speed blood. On 

his bottom side he is bred on the very successful cross between Leo and Three Bars and his dam 

was a Racing ROM producer!  

Scottish Five Bar never had the chance to prove himself in the show ring and we bought him when 

he was 18 years old. He was started under saddle and used a lightly as trail horse. He was a very 

gentle stallion that got along well with other studs and geldings but also with all the little critters 

on the farm and his long-time friend was Gizmo, a white miniature rooster that died in the summer 

of 2014. Scotty got acquainted with a few chickens but finally followed Gizmo on Christmas 2014.  

Scottish Five Bar was an extraordinary Sire and his foals are much loved and regarded! Scotty, who 

never was shown or “out and about”, had a fan club from Texas to Canada and as far as Europe. He 
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sired consistently fast foals with an excellent conformation and trainability. Scotty stamped his 

foals: and it’s said that great sires do stamp their offspring. Scotty was one of those great Sires…! 

 

DAM LINE 
 

CLF Zans Legacy is an own daughter of Zan Parr Sun (1981 – 2011) from the legendary Sunup 

Ranch. He sired point earners and money earners in AQHA, NRHA, IBHA and PHBA – in Open, 

Amateur and Youth and in Halter and Performance! 

Zan Parr Sun is by Zan Parr Bar (H-245.0 & P-357.0 – AQHA Hall of Fame). He was bought as a two-

year old by Carol Rose and he was not only a performer in its own class but also didn’t disappoint 

in the breeding shed: he sired 236 AQHA point earners! 

He goes back in his paternal sire line to Three Bars and in his maternal sire line to Poco Bueno. But 

this great combination alone would not have made him as successful as he was; he also goes back 

to some old Quarter Horse breeding that has proven its value through time and this is combined 

with some Thoroughbreds that sure influenced the Quarter Horse breed the most!  

Skip Shot is the dam of Zan Parr Sun and was shown successfully herself: H-6.0 P-31.0. On the top 

she goes back to some very nice Wiescamp breeding and on the bottom to the breeding program 

of the Waggoner Ranch. With her Wiescamp breeding she ties in neatly with Zan Parr Bar through 

the stallion Gold Mount who produced Race ROMs and goes back to some valuable Thoroughbreds 

that are a speedy combination with the lines of Three Bars. Gold Mount is the broodmare sire of 

Skipity Skip (H-29.0 P-12.0) who made himself a name as Sire of Race horses and Halter horses! 

Skipity Skip is the broodmare sire of Skip Shot! 

 

Zan Parr Sun has the genetics, conformation and disposition to make him what he was: a great sire 

of Halter and Performance horses! 
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It’s hard to match a Sire line like that – but CLF Chocolate Legacy, dam of CLF Zans Legacy, sure 

can!  

Her sire, Chocolate Jack, is the cross between Two Eyed Jack (H-217.0 P-65.5 – Hall of Fame – 

Leading Sire of AQHA Champions) and Pat Star Jr, who sired everything from Superior Halter to 

NCHA money earners! 

Her dam, Georgias Legacy, has a genetic legacy to pass on! She is by Saturday Nite Line and it is 

very interesting to note that he is linebred Zan Parr Bar in a thoughtful way: 

 

Saturday Nite Line reinforces Ed Echols and Three Bars in a beautiful way on his dam side. Both 

reinforced stallions go back to a Thoroughbred stallion Commando by Domino and Domino was 

sure one of the most important stallions to introduce early maturing speed into the Quarter 

Horses!   

On the bottom Georgias Legacy goes back to the Hall of Fame stallion Bert who is further 

combined with some of the best Wiescamp breeding. 
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PEDIGREE DISCUSSION 
 

This cross is exceptional as it combines the older speed blood of Scottish Five Bar with the proven 

explosive speed of modern lines through Three Bars and Gold Mount in CLF Zans Legacy’s 

pedigree. These two pedigrees are a fantastic match and it should produce some superior speed! 

The two pedigrees are tied together through Poco Bueno and Three Bars and she is even 

beautifully linebred Three Bars! The cross of Poco Bueno x Doc Bar (going back to Three Bars) 

produced exceptional horses like Doc O Lena (Hall of Fame) and Boon Bar (broodmare sire of 

Peptoboonsmal). The Doc Bar x Poco Tivio  breeding was very influential and produced some 

outstanding performers. Therefore it is sure worth to linebred along the genetics of these two 

stallions! 

The combination of the superior match of old-school speed lines with exceptionally well proven 

performers produced an exceptional filly that has speed and is athletic. She has a friendly 

disposition with the determination needed for the show pen.  

Lea has the potential to excel in barrel racing as she has the speed and is athletic enough to wrap 

herself around the barrels, but would also be fast and determined enough for cows. 

 

GENETIC PROFILE 
 

https://www.allbreedgenetics.com/horse/AQHA_Rvvr+Five+Star+Lea 

https://www.allbreedgenetics.com/horse/AQHA_Rvvr+Five+Star+Lea

